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 A Combinatorial Geometric Structure on the Space of Orders of a
 Field : I
 M . A . D ICKMANN
 We introduce a structure of combinatorial geometry on the set  χ  ( K ) of orders of an
 orderable field  K .  It verifies finiteness conditions allowing us to develop a smooth com-
 binatorial theory of the spaces  χ  ( K ) regardless of whether they are finite or infinite . It is shown
 that the geometries  χ  ( K ) are binary and bipartite . We introduce the combinatorial notion of a
 fan  and use it to study binary , bipartite combinatorial geometries in general . We characterize
 the fields  K  for which the geometry  χ  ( K ) is unimodular ; this extends a classical result of
 Bro ¨  cker in quadratic form theory .
 Ö  1997 Academic Press Limited
 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 In the extensive literature on formally real ( 5 orderable) fields the set  χ  ( K ) of all
 total orders on a formally real (abbreviated ,  f .r . ) field  K  has hitherto been considered
 as a topological space , endowed with the so-called  Harrison topology  generated by the
 family of sets
 H K ( a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n )  5  h P  P  χ  ( K )  3  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n  P  P j ,
 for all finite sequences  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n  P  K ,  as a base of open (in fact , clopen) sets . (Note
 that we identify a total order  <  on a field  K  with its  positi y  e cone :  P  5  h x  P  K  3  x  >  0 j . )
 The purpose of this paper is to introduce another—combinatorial—way of looking
 at  χ  ( K ) , and to develop the ensuing theory at some length . This yields new (and , we
 hope , interesting) results , but a part of our task also consists of recasting a part of the
 existing theory in terms of the new concepts ; the most fruitful aspects of this
 reinterpretation lie in the link with the combinatorial theory of quadratic forms ,
 developed essentially by Marshall and Bro ¨  cker (see [10 ,  11 ,  12 ,  13 ,  3 ,  4]) .
 An informal notion of an ‘independent’ set of orders has been around for some time ,
 especially in some papers by Bro ¨  cker ; see [3 , p . 149] . However , this notion never was
 used as any more than a terminology . It never was the object of systematic
 investigation using the concepts and tools of the theory to which it belongs ; namely , the
 theory of matroids . The idea of checking whether this vague notion of independence—
 or rather the corresponding notion of closure—did satisfy the matroid axioms occurred
 to me in November 1988 . The immediate positive answer led to the contents of
 Sections 2 and 3 and the initial half of Section 4 of the present paper . The link with the
 work of Marshall contained in Section 2 of Part II , already published elsewhere [5] ,
 came later , in December 1989 , after a conversation with E . Becker . The results in
 Section 5 below where obtained later .
 The paper is organized as follows . In Section 2 we introduce the closure operator on
 χ  ( K )  and show that it satisfies the axioms for a combinatorial geometry (Theorem 2 . 2) .
 Furthermore , we show it verifies rather special axioms such as
 (i)  ‘Lines consist of two points’ ,
 as well as the following finiteness conditions , of particular significance when  χ  ( K ) is
 infinite , a case which by no means we want to exclude :
 (FC1)  ‘A  point  in  the  closure  of  a  set  is  in  the  closure  of  some  finite  subset’ ;
 (FC2)  (local finiteness) ‘The closure of a finite set is finite’ (Proposition 2 . 5) .
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 Moreover , it is easily checked that the closure of an  n -element set has cardinality
 < 2 n 2 1 . The possible cardinalities that the closure of a finite set may take on have been
 determined , as a function of its rank , by Bro ¨  cker [4] .
 The foregoing properties are suf ficient to establish a smooth combinatorial theory of
 the spaces  χ  ( K ) irrespective of whether they are finite or infinite .
 We also characterize in this section the free matroids of type  χ  ( K ) in terms of the
 underlying field  K  (Theorem 2 . 9) .
 Section 3 is devoted to showing that the matroids  χ  ( K ) are binary (Theorems 3 . 1 and
 3 . 5) and bipartite (Theorem 3 . 3) for every f . r . field  K .
 The next basic question suggested by these results is : For which fields  K  are the
 matroids  χ  ( K ) unimodular? (For the definition of unimodularity for infinite matroids ,
 see Definition 4 . 1 below . ) This question is taken up in Section 4 , where we give a
 simple example of non-unimodular matroid  χ  ( K ) ; namely , for  K  5  R ( X ,  Y ,  Z ) .  The
 point here is that  χ  ( R ( X ,  Y ,  Z )) contains as a flat the 8-point 3-dimensional af fine space
 (‘cube’) over the two-element field  F 2 , and hence Fano’s plane  F  (and its dual  F *) as a
 minor ; Tutte’s excluded minor criterion (White [17 ; Thm 3 . 1 . 1]) guarantees non-
 unimodularity .
 The 3-dimensional af fine ‘cube’ is an example of the notion of a  fan ,  a fundamental
 concept in a quadratic form theory . In Section 5 we take a detour to introduce and
 examine a purely combinatorial notion of fan ; for spaces of orders this abstract notion
 coincides with the homonymous notion from quadratic form theory , owing to a
 characterization of the latter due to Bro ¨  cker [3 , p . 149 , (a)] . The combinatorial notion
 of a (binary) fan makes it possible to show that a number of properties which I proved
 originally for spaces of orders do hold for binary , bipartite matroids . Furthermore ,
 fans seem to be a suitable tool for the study of binary , bipartite matroids in general .
 Amongst other things we prove in Section 5 that binary fans—whether finite or
 not—coincide with the af fine geometries over the field  F 2 , and hence are uniquely
 determined by their ranks (Propositions 5 . 9 and 5 . 10) . We also show that binary ,
 bipartite geometries are weakly modular (Theorem 5 . 15) .
 In the last section , a sequel to Section 4 , we solve in full generality the problem of
 characterizing the fields  K  such that  χ  ( K ) is unimodular . The main result is as follows .
 T HEOREM 4 . 4 .  Let K be a f .r . field . Then  χ  ( K )  is unimodular if f the reduced stability
 index of K is at most  2 .
 Thus ,  R ( X ,  Y ) and  Q ( X  ) are examples of fields the spaces of orders of which are
 unimodular .
 Further results in the same style are proven in Theorem 4 . 6 . Rather interestingly ,
 Theorem 4 . 4 is an extension of Theorem 2 . 9 to the next stability index level .
 The reader is referred to Jakobson [7 , Chs 5 , 11] (or to the first pages of Lam [8 , 9])
 for the notions and results from ordered field theory used in this paper , and to Lam [9]
 for material from quadratic form theory and valuation theory . As for that from matroid
 theory , we follow White [16 , 17] rather systematically .
 2 .  D EFINITION AND B ASIC P ROPERTIES OF THE G EOMETRIES  χ  ( K )
 D EFINITION 2 . 1 .  We define an operator  cl K  on subsets of the set  χ  ( K ) or orders of a
 f . r . field  K ,  as follows : for  [  ?  -  Ô  χ  ( K ) and  P  P  χ  ( K ) ,
 P  P  cl K ( - )  if f  there  is  a  finite  subset  - 9  Ô  -  so  that  "  - 9  Ô  P ,  and  cl K ( [ )  5  [ .
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 Note that  "  - 9  Ô  P  simply means that any element of  K  positive under each order in
 - 9 is also positive in  P .  We write  cl  instead of  cl K  when no confusion is possible .
 T HEOREM 2 . 2 .  The operator cl K satisfies the axioms of a closure operator defining a
 combinatorial geometry on  χ  ( K ) . Furthermore , it has the property that cl ( h  p ,  Q j )  5
 h P ,  Q j ; or , in other words ,  ‘ lines ha y  e two points ’ .
 P ROOF .  The axioms asserting that (1)  cl  is increasing ( -  Ô  cl ( - )) ,  and (2)
 monotonous ( -  Ô  =  é  cl ( - )  Ô  cl ( = )) are trivial .
 (3)  (Idempotency)  cl ( cl ( - ))  5  cl ( - ) .  Let  P  P  cl ( cl ( - )) ,  -  ?  [ .  Then  "  - 9  Ô  P  for
 some finite  - 9  Ô  cl ( - ) ,  say  - 9  5  h Q 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  Q l j .  Then  Q i  P  cl ( - ) ,  and there is a finite
 - i  Ô  -  so that  "  - i  Ô  Q i , for  i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  l .  If  =  5  ! l i 5 1  - i  we obviously have  "  =  Ô
 " l i 5 1  Q i  Ô  P , which proves  P  P  cl ( - ) .
 (4)  (Exchange)  P  P  cl ( -  <  h Q j )  2  cl ( - )  é  Q  P  cl ( -  <  h P j ) .  The assumption  P  P
 cl ( -  <  h Q j )  2  cl ( - )  says that :
 (a)  "  - 9  >  Q  Ô  P  for some finite  - 9  Ô  -  ;
 (b)  "  -  0  Ô u  P  for every finite  -  0  Ô  - .
 We will show that :
 (c)  "  - 9  >  P  Ô  Q ,
 which proves the conclusion  Q  P  cl ( -  <  h P j ) .  Assuming otherwise , there is  a  P  K 3
 ( 5 K  2  h 0 j )  so that :
 (i)  a  . R  0 for  R  P  - 9 ;
 (ii)  a  . P  0 ;
 (iii)  2 a  . Q  0 .
 Since  "  - 9  Ô u  P  ((b)) , there is  b  P  K 3 so that :
 (i 9 )  b  . R  0 for  R  P  - 9 ;
 (ii 9 )  2 b  . P  0 .
 If  b  . Q  0 , we would have  b  P  "  - 9  >  Q  but  b  ¸  P ,  contradicting (a) . Then :
 (iii 9 )  2 b  . Q  0 .
 Consider the element  ab .  We have  ab  . R  0 for all  R  P  - 9 (by (i) and (i 9 )) . Also ,
 ab  5  ( 2 a )( 2 b )  . Q  0 ,  by (iii) and (iii 9 ) , and  2 ab  5  a ( 2 b )  . P  0 , by (ii) and (ii 9 ) . Hence
 ab  P  ( "  - 9  >  Q )  2  P ,  contradicting (a) . This proves that  cl  defines a matroid structure
 on  χ  ( K ) .  Since  cl ( [ )  5  [  holds by definition , in order to show that  χ  ( K ) is a
 combinatorial geometry we only need to make the following remark .
 (5)  cl ( h P j )  5  h P j ,  which is obvious since the elements of  χ  ( K ) are  total  orders . The
 last stated property is also well known ; we include a proof in order to illustrate in a
 simple form an argument which will occur several times below .
 (6)  cl ( h P ,  Q j )  5  h P ,  Q j .  Let  R  P  cl ( h P ,  Q j ) ,  i . e .  P  >  Q  Ô  R ,  and assume that  R  ?  P .
 We show that  Q  Ô  R ,  which implies  Q  5  R .  Fix  a  P  R  2  P ; hence  2 a  P  P  and  a  ?  0 .  If
 2 a  P  Q , we have  2 a  P  P  >  Q  Ô  R  ; whence  a  P  R  >  2 R  5  h 0 j ,  a contradiction . Hence
 a  P  Q .  Now , let  x  P  Q , x  ?  0 .  If  x  P  P ,  then  x  P  P  >  Q  Ô  R .  If  2 x  P  P ,  then
 ax  5  ( 2 a )( 2 x )  P  P .  Since  ax  P  Q , we obtain  ax  P  R ,  and  x  5  a  2 1 ( ax )  P  R .  h
 The definition of the closure operator trivially yields  P  P  cl ( - ) if f  "  -  Ô  P ,
 whenever  -  is finite . This means that the following  finiteness condition  holds in  χ  ( K ) :
 (FC1)  Any element in the closure of a set is in the closure of some finite subset of it .
 The spaces of orders of fields enjoy also another finiteness property , namely :
 (FC2)  (local finiteness)  The closure of a finite subset of  χ  ( K )  is finite .
 These finiteness properties together are the key in investigating the structure of the
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 infinite combinatorial geometries  χ  ( K ) .  Proposition 2 . 5 below gives a more precise
 version of (FC2) . We shall need some elementary notions and results concerning
 formally real fields ; cf . Lam [9 ; pp . 2 – 4] .
 D EFINITION 2 . 3 .  A  preorder  in a field  K  is a subset  T  ?  K  with the following
 properties :
 (i)  T  1  T  Ô  T  ;
 (ii)  T  ?  T  Ô  T  ;
 (iii)  K 2  Ô  T .
 F ACT 2 . 4 . ( i )  Any intersection of preorders — in particular , of total orders — is a
 preorder . In other words , if  -  Ô  χ  ( K ) , then  "  -  is a preorder of K . Note that
 "  -  5  "  cl K ( - ) .
 (ii)  2 1  ¸  T .
 (iii)  A preorder is the intersection of all orders containing it . Hence any preorder T
 determines a subset of  χ  ( K ) ,
 χ  ( K ,  T  )  5  h P  P  χ  ( K )  3  P  Ò  T  j ,
 such that T  5  "  χ  ( K ,  T  ) . Clearly ,  χ  ( K ,  T  )  is a flat .
 We can talk , unambiguously , of the  rank of a preorder T ,  meaning  r ( T  )  5
 r ( χ  ( K ,  T  )) .
 N OTATION . (a)  r M ( A ) (or , simply ,  r ( A )) ,  the rank of a subset  A  of a combinatorial
 geometry  M , is the cardinality of any independent spanning subset ( 5 basis) of  A .  For
 more details , see White [16] .
 (b)  [ K 3  :  T  3 ] denotes the index of the multiplicative subgroup  T  3 of  K 3 .
 (c)  u X  u  denotes the cardinality of a set  X .
 Since  K 2  Ô  T  , the group  K 3 / T  3 is a  F 2 -vector space , under the group operation as
 vector addition and the obvious scalar multiplication . In particular , [ K 3  :  T  3 ] is either
 infinite or a power of 2 ; namely , [ K 3  :  T  3 ]  5  2 d , where  d  5  dim F 2 ( K
 3 / T  3 ) .
 P ROPOSITION 2 . 5 ( local finiteness ) .  The closure of a finite subset of  χ  ( K )  is finite .
 More precisely :
 (i)  u cl K ( - ) u  <  2 r ( - ) 2 1 , for finite  -  Ô  χ  ( K ) .
 In particular ,
 (ii)  u - u  5  n implies  u cl K ( - ) u  <  2 n 2 1 .
 R EMARK .  The gist of the proof consists in observing that there is a one-to-one
 correspondence between the set of subgroups  S  of  K 3 containing  T  3 and excluding
 2 1 , and the set of  F 2 -linear forms of  K 3 / T  3 sending  2 1 / T  3 to 1 . For a sharpening of
 Proposition 2 . 5 , see Proposition 5 . 2 below .
 The proof of Proposition 2 . 5 also yields the following .
 C OROLLARY 2 . 6 .  Let T be a preorder of K . Then :
 (a)  [ K 3  :  T  3 ]  5  2 r ( T ) .
 (b)  dim F 2 ( K
 3 / T  3 )  5  r ( T  ) .
 In these equalities it is understood that either both sides are infinite , or they are
 finite and equal ; also 2 `  5  `  .
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 In [4] Bro ¨  cker determined the possible (finite) cardinalities that the set  χ  ( K ,  T  ) may
 take on , as a function of the rank of  T  (i . e . the  F 2 -dimension of  K 3 / T  3 ) .  The
 combinatorial properties of the set  2 ( n )  Ô  h n ,  .  .  .  ,  2 n 2 1 j  of such cardinalities are
 explored in Merzel [14 , Ch . 2] . We shall not dwell here on these investigations beyond
 the following .
 R EMARK .  2 . 7 .  (a)  Translated into our geometric language , the results just men-
 tioned amount to the determination of the possible cardinalities of  cl K ( -  ) as a function
 of  r ( -  ) , for any finite  -  Ô  χ  ( K ) .
 (b)  Bro ¨  cker’s method for determining such cardinalities shows that the class of
 geometries  χ  ( K ) is closed under two operations :
 (i)  finite direct sum ;
 (ii)  ‘duplication’ .
 The latter is the operation assigning to  χ  ( K ) the geometry  χ  ( K (( X  ))) of the field of
 Laurent series with coef ficients in  K .  It can be ‘visualized’ , rather vaguely , as the
 operation of putting together two disjoint copies of a matroid  χ  ( K ) with labelled points
 and ‘joining’ every pair of homonymous points by a new ‘edge’ . Bro ¨  cker [4] shows , in
 fact , that every finite geometry  χ  ( K ) is built from the one-point space by iterating the
 two operations above . Marshall subsequently proved in [10] that the finite ‘abstract
 order spaces’ are necessarily of the form  χ  ( K ) . It is an outstanding problem in this area
 to decide whether  e y  ery  ‘abstract order space’ is isomorphic to the space of orders of
 some field .
 We close this section with a characterization of the  free matroids  ( 5 Boolean
 algebras) of the form  χ  ( K )—namely those for which closure is trivial ,  cl K ( - )  5  -  for
 every  -  Ô  χ  ( K )—in terms of a property of the field  K .
 D EFINITION 2 . 8 .  A f . r . field has the  strong approximation property  (SAP) if f for
 every pair  A ,  B  of disjoint , a non-empty closed subsets of  χ  ( K ) (in the Harrison
 topology) , there is  a  P  K 3 separating  A  from  B ,  i . e .  A  Ô  H ( a ) and  B  Ô  H ( 2 a ) .
 The class of SAP fields has been the object of extensive investigation ; there are
 numerous characterizations of these fields in terms of various fundamental notions ; see
 Lam [8 , pp . 95 – 106] . One of them will interest us here .
 T HEOREM A (Bro ¨  cker [2 , Satz 3 . 20]) .  A field K is SAP if f e y  ery order can be
 separated from any other three orders , i .e . gi y  en distinct P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P 4  P  χ  ( K )  there is
 a  P  K 3 so that P 1  , P 2  , P 3  P  H ( a )  and P 4  P  H ( 2 a ) .
 This yields the following .
 T HEOREM 2 . 9 .  A field K is SAP if f  χ  ( K )  is a free geometry .
 P ROOF .  We note first that , for any f . r . field  K  and any  -  <  h P j  Ô  χ  ( K ) ,  we have :
 ( p )
 "  -  Ô  P  if f  for  every  a  P  K ( P  P  H ( a )  é  H ( a )  >  -  ?  [ )
 if f  P  is  inseparable  from  - .
 (Straightforward verification . ) This implies :
 ( pp )  P  P  cl K ( - )  if f  P  is  inseparable  from  some  finite  - 9  Ô  - .
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 Bro ¨  cker’s result gives at once the implication ( ç ) : if  K  is not SAP , then some order  P 1
 is inseparable from some other three orders  P 2  ,  P 3  ,  P 4 ; whence  P 1  P  cl ( P 2  ,  P 3  ,  P 4 ) ,  by
 ( pp ) , showing that  cl K  is non-trivial on some 3-element set .
 Conversely , since a finite subset of  χ  ( K ) is closed , if  K  is SAP , then any  P  P  χ  ( K )
 can be separated from any finite  - 9  Ô  χ  ( K ) not containing it . By ( pp ) ,  cl K ( - )  5  -  for
 -  Ô  χ  ( K ) .
 In retrospect , Theorem 2 . 9 explains why the study of  χ  ( K ) by topological
 methods—important as they are—never led beyond the realm of SAP fields . By the
 same token , it arouses the hope that matroid-theoretic notions and methods could be
 of use in understanding  χ  ( K ) for non-SAP fields . Some of the results proved later in
 this paper constitute a first step in this direction .
 3 .  B INARY C OORDINATIZATION OF  χ  ( K )
 The aim of this section is to show that for every f . r . field  K  the geometry  χ  ( K ) is
 isomorphic to that of a set of vectors of some vector space over the 2-element fields  F 2
 with the structure induced by linear dependence . The information on coordinatizations
 and binary matroids used in the sequel appears in White [17 , Chs I , II] .
 Our main result is as follows .
 T HEOREM 3 . 1 .  The geometries  χ  ( K )  are binary for e y  ery f .r . field K .
 The proof presented below proceeds as follows . We first show , using ‘dual basis’
 elements , that the geometries  χ  ( K ) are bipartite (Theorem 3 . 3) . Using this , we check
 that the function which assigns to every order  P  of  K  its ‘sign’ function is a
 coordinatization of  χ  ( K ) in the  F 2 -vector space Hom( K 3 /  ¸  K 3
 2
 ,  F 2 ) .  This proof was
 remarked jointly with E . Becker ; the simple form of the argument given in the proof of
 Theorem 3 . 5 was observed by A . Lira . The author’s original argument—longer but
 more elementary—used ‘dual basis’ elements and a well-known criterion for binarity
 (White [17 , Thm 2 . 2 . 1(8)]) to check ‘by hand’ that every finite flat of  χ  ( K ) is binary .
 These binary coordinatizations are then put together into one of  χ  ( K ) by an
 ultraproduct construction . In this approach , Theorem 3 . 3 was a by-product of the
 proof of Theorem 3 . 1 , rather than its predecessor .
 D EFINITION 3 . 2 .  Let  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  be a finite independent subset of  χ  ( K ) .  A set
 h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n j  Ô  K 3  is called  dual to  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  if  2 a i  P  P i  and  a i  P  P j  for  i ,  j  P
 h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j , i  ?  j .
 A  set  of  elements  of  K 3  dual  to  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  exists ,  since  P i  Ò u  " n j 5 1  P j .
 j ? i
 Using ‘dual basis’ elements , together with arguments already employed in Section 2 ,
 we show the following .
 T HEOREM 3 . 3 .  E y  ery circuit of  χ  ( K )  has  ( finite )  e y  en cardinality  > 4 .
 P ROOF .  The fact that a circuit has finite cardinality follows at once from the
 finiteness condition (FC1) of Section 2 . This cardinality is at least 4 since every subset
 of  χ  ( K ) of cardinality  < 3 is independent (Theorem 2 . 2(6)) .
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 Next , we assume that there is a circuit  #  5  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  of  χ  ( K ) of odd cardinality  n ,
 and derive a contradiction . Since  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n 2 1 j  is independent , there are elements
 a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n 2 1  P  K
 3  so that  a i  P  P i  and  2 a i  P  P j , for  i ,  j  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  1 j , i  ?  j .
 Case I .  Some  a i  is in  2 P n .  Say  i  5  1 ,  for definiteness . We show that  P 2  >  ?  ?  ?  >
 P n 2 1  Ô  P n  ,  which contradicts that  h P 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  is independent . Let  x  P  P 2  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 1  ,
 x  ?  0 .  If  x  P  P 1 , then  x  P  P n .  Let  2 x  P  P 1 . Since  2 a 1  P  P 2  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 1 , we have
 2 xa 1  P  P 2  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 1  .  Also ,  a 1  P  P 1 implies  2 xa 1  5  ( 2 x ) a 1  P  P 1 . Since  P 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >
 P n 2 1  Ô  P n  ,  it follows that  2 xa 1  P  P n .  Thus , we have  x  5  ( 2 a 1 ) 2 1 ( 2 xa 1 )  P  P n .  (The fact
 that  n  is odd was not used here . )
 Case II .  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n 2 1  P  P n .  In this case we prove that  P 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 2  Ô  P n , con-
 tradicting that  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n 2 2  ,  P n j  is independent . Let  a  5  a 1  ?  .  .  .  ?  a n 2 2 . For  k  5
 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  2 , we have
 a  5  ( 2 a 1 )  ?  .  .  .  ?  ( 2 a k 2 1 )  ?  a k  ?  ( 2 a k 1 1 )  ?  .  .  .  ?  ( 2 a n 2 2 )  P  P k  ,
 since the number of negative factors is even ( 5 n  2  3) , and each factor is in  P k .  Thus
 a  P  P 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 2  .  Also  a  P  P n  by case assumption , and  2 a  5  ( 2 a 1 )  ?  .  .  .  ?  ( 2 a n 2 2 )  P
 P n 2 1 , as the number of negative factors ( n  2  2) is odd .
 Let  x  P  P 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 2  , x  ?  0 .  If  x  P  P n 2 1  ,  then  x  P  P n .  Otherwise ,  2 x  P  P n 2 1  ,  and
 we have  xa  P  P 1  >  ?  ?  ?  >  P n 2 2  , xa  5  ( 2 x )( 2 a )  P  P n 2 1  ,  and therefore  xa  P  P n .  It follows
 that  x  5  (1 / a )( xa )  P  P n .  h
 The same technique gives a characterization of the circuits of  χ  ( K ) in terms of their
 members (as orders) , as follows .
 P ROPOSITION 3 . 4 .  Let P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n  P  χ  ( K )  be distinct elements . Then  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  is a
 circuit if f for e y  ery i ,  j  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j , i  ?  j ,
 h 0 j  ?  2 P i  >  "
 n
 k 5 1
 k ? i ,j
 P k  Ô  2 P j .
 We shall now exhibit an explicit binary coordinatization of  χ  ( K ) .  Given  P  P  χ  ( K ) ,
 the characteristic function of the complement of  P 3  5  P  2  h 0 j  in  K 3 induces an
 F 2 -character of the multiplicative group  K
 3 /  ¸  K 3
 2 , defined by
 sgn P ( a  /  ¸  K 3
 2
 )  5 H 0  if  a  P  P ,
 1  if  a  ¸  P ,
 for  a  P  K 3 . It is clear that the map  sgn  :  χ  ( K )  5  Hom( K 3 /  ¸  K 3 2 ,  F 2 ) given by
 sgn( P )  5  sgn P
 is injective . We prove a sharpened version of Theorem 3 . 1 .
 T HEOREM 3 . 5 .  sgn  is a coordinatization of  χ  ( K )  o y  er  F 2  .
 P ROOF .  In view of the finiteness condition (FC1) of Section 2 (which also holds for
 vector spaces) , it suf fices to show , for a finite set  P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n  P  χ  ( K ) :
 h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  is  dependent  in  χ  ( K )  if f  h sgn P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  sgn P n j
 is  linearly  dependent  over  F 2  .
 For typographical simplicity , we write  s i  5  sgn P i  .
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 ( ç )  If  s  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  s n  are linearly dependent over  F 2 , there are  l ,  i 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  i k  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j
 distinct ,  so that  s l  5  o k j 5 1  s  i j ; this equality clearly implies  P l  Ò  " k j 5 1  P i j .
 (  é  )  Since every (finite) dependent set contains a minimal dependent subset , we
 may assume , without loss of generality , that  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  is a circuit . We shall show that
 o n i 5 1  s i  5  0 , which proves that  h s  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  s n j  is dependent .
 Theorem 3 . 3 implies that  n  is even , say  n  5  2 k .  By induction on  h ,  1  <  h  <  k ,  we shall
 prove the statement
 c h :  ; a  P  K
 3 ( u h i  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j  3  s i ( a )  5  1 j u  ?  2 h  2  1) ,
 i . e . for no  a  P  K 3 the set  h i  3  s i ( a )  5  1 j  has odd cardinality : this clearly implies
 o n i 5 1  s i  5  0 .
 Since  h P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n j  is a circuit ,  c  1 holds ( s i ( a )  5  1 for a unique  i ,  say  i  5  i 0  ,
 would  contradict  P i 0  Ò  "
 n
 i 5 1  P i ) .  By symmetry ,  v k  holds as well ( u h i  3  s i ( a )  5  1 j u  5  2 k  2  1
 i ? i
 0
 implies  u h i  3  s i ( 2 a )  5  1 j u  5  1) .
 Assume that  c h  holds for all  h ,  1  <  h  ,  h 0 , where  h 0  ,  k ,  and we prove it for  h 0  .
 Otherwise , let  a  P  K 3 be so that  u h i  3  s i ( a )  5  1 j u  5  2 h 0  2  1 ( 5 j 0 ) . Re-indexing , if
 necessary , we may assume that
 s i ( a )  5  0  for  i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n  2  j 0  ,
 s i ( a )  5  1  for  i  5  n  2  j 0  1  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n .
 Since  h 0  ,  k ,  we have  j 0  <  n  2  3 .  By Proposition 3 . 4 , we may pick a  b  P  K 3 so that
 b  P  " n 2 2 i 5 1  P i  >  2 P n 2 1  ,  and hence  b  P  2 P n .  Thus , we have
 s  1  ?  ?  ?  s  n 2 j 0  s  n 2 j 0 1 1  ?  ?  ?  s n 2 2  s n 2 1  s n
 a  0  ?  ?  ?  0  1  ?  ?  ?  1  1  1
 b  0  ?  ?  ?  0  0  ?  ?  ?  0  1  1
 ab  0  ?  ?  ?  0  1  ?  ?  ?  1  0  0
 that is ,  u h i  3  s i ( ab )  5  1 j u  5  j 0  2  2  5  2( h 0  2  1)  2  1 ,  contradicting our assumption that  c  h 0 2 1
 holds .  h
 4 .  U NIMODULAR G EOMETRIES OF T YPE  χ  ( K )
 As the next point in our program , we examine the incidence of some outstanding
 classes of binary geometries upon the geometries of type  χ  ( K ) . The most important of
 such classes is that of  unimodular geometries ,  defined as follows .
 D EFINITION 4 . 1 .  A (finite) matroid is  unimodular  (also called  regular ) if it can be
 coordinatized over every field .
 Unimodular matroids admit many equivalent characterizations ; see White [17 , Thm
 3 . 1 . 1] . We shall use the following .
 T HEOREM B (Tutte) .  A finite matroid is unimodular if f it is binary and has no minor
 isomorphic to either Fano ’ s plane  F  or to its dual  F * .
 Since we do not want to exclude the infinite  χ  ( K )’s from our considerations , we
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 need to define a notion of unimodularity for infinite geometries . The right definition is
 as follows .
 D EFINITION 4 . 1 (continued) .  A matroid is  unimodular  if f every finite submatroid is
 unimodular in the sense of 4 . 1 above .
 The main questions examined in this section are : Which of the matroids  χ  ( K ) are
 unimodular? Is there a characterization of them in terms of the field  K ? Both of these
 questions will be settled in a very satisfactory way in terms of the so-called  reduced
 stability index  of  K .
 To begin our work , we study an example in detail . This gives some insight into the
 geometric structure of the  χ  ( K )’s and leads smoothly to the notions needed for the
 solution of the problem posed above . The abstraction-loving reader may (unsafely)
 skip it .  F  ( X  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  X n ) denotes the field of rational functions on the variables
 X  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  X n  ,  with coef ficients in the field  F .
 E XAMPLE 4 . 2 .  A non-unimodular geometry :  χ  ( R ( X ,  Y ,  Z )) .  We explicitly construct
 eight orders  P 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  P 7 in  R ( X ,  Y ,  Z ) as follows :
 (i)  Fix a point  a  P  R , say  a  5  0 . Consider the orders  P 0 1 ,  P 0 2 of  R ( X  ) which place  X
 infinitesimally close to 0 , to its right and to its left , respectively .
 (ii)  For each of these orders ,  P , construct two orders  P X  1 ,  P X  2 of  R ( X ,  Y ) by placing  Y
 infinitesimally close to the right and to the left of  X  in  k R ( X  ) ,  P l , respectively .
 (iii)  For each of the orders ,  Q , constructed in (ii) define two orders of  R ( X ,  Y ,  Z ) by
 placing  Z  infinitesimally close to the right and to the left of  Y  in  k R ( X ,  Y ) ,  Q l .
 These constructions can be made explicit , since it is known how to define the orders
 P a 1 ,  P a 2 , of a rational function field  k ( X  ) over an ordered field  k k ,  < l , which place  X
 infinitesimally close to the right and to the left of a given element  a  P  k : factor a
 polynomial  P  P  k [ X  ] , P  ?  0 , in the form  P ( X  )  5  ( X  2  a ) r Q ( X  ) , where  Q ( a )  ?  0 and
 r  >  0 .  Then :
 P ( X  )  P  P a 1  if f  Q ( a )  .  0  (in  k k ,  < l ) ;
 P ( X  )  P  P a 2  if f  either  r  is  even  and  Q ( a )  .  0 ,  or  r  is  odd  and  Q ( a )  ,  0 .
 These rules define total orders on  k [ X  ] , and each such order induces a unique total
 order on  k ( X  ) .  For more details and proofs , see Dickmann [6 , Ch . I ,  § 5] .
 In order to iterate this recipe as indicated in (i) – (iii) above we factor an arbitrary
 polynomial  P  P  R [ X ,  Y ,  Z ] , P  ?  0 ,  successively as follows :
 P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  5  ( Z  2  Y ) r  ?  Q ( X ,  Y ,  Z ) ,  where  Q ( X ,  Y ,  Y )  ?  0 ;
 Q ( X ,  Y ,  Y )  5  ( Y  2  X  ) s  ?  F  ( X ,  Y ) ,  where  F  ( X ,  X  )  ?  0 ;
 F  ( X ,  X  )  5  X t G ( X  ) ,  where  G (0)  ?  0 .
 The orders  P 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  P 7 are defined in terms of the integers  r ,  s ,  t  and the sign of  G (0) in
 R , by the following rules :
 (0)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 0  if f  G (0)  .  0 .
 (1)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 1  if f  either  r  even  and  G (0)  .  0 ,  or  r  odd  and  G (0)  ,  0 .
 (2)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 2  if f  either  s  even  and  G (0)  .  0 ,  or  s  odd  and  G (0)  ,  0 .
 (3)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 3  if f  either  r  even ,  s  even  and  G (0)  .  0 ,
 or  r  even ,  s  odd  and  G (0)  ,  0 .
 or  r  odd ,  s  even  and  G (0)  ,  0 ,
 or  r  odd ,  s  odd  and  G (0)  .  0 .
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 (4)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 4  if f  (as  (2) ,  replacing  s  by  t ) .
 (5)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 5  if f  (as  (3) ,  replacing  s  by  t ) .
 (6)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 6  if f  (as  (3) ,  replacing  r  by  s ,  and  s  by  t ) .
 (7)  P ( X ,  Y ,  Z )  P  P 7  if f  either  one  or  all  three  of  r ,  s ,  t  are  even  and  G (0)  .  0 ,
 or  one  or  all  three  of  r ,  s ,  t  are  odd  and  G (0)  ,  0 .
 The dependencies of these eight orders can be explicitly computed in terms of the
 four parameters , yielding as a configuration the geometry
P3 P7
P8
P5P1
P2
P4
P6
 of rank 4 , having 14 hyperplanes , namely the af fine geometry of (af fine) dimension 3
 over the 2-element field  F 2 , called  AG (3 ,  2) ; cf . White [16 , Ex . 7 . 28 , pp . 213 – 214] ,
 Aigner [1 , p . 260] . By Tutte’s cirterion (Theorem B above) ,  χ  ( R ( X ,  Y ,  Z )) is not
 unimodular : Fano’s plane  F  is obtained from the cube by contraction through any
 vertex , and its dual  F * , by deletion .
 The preceding argument breaks down for the field  R ( X ,  Y ) : four parameters (i . e .
 three variables) are necessary to produce the cube (it has rank 4) . We shall see below
 that  χ  ( R ( X ,  Y ))  is unimodular ; the proof , however , requires a more powerful
 argument . The next section is devoted to examine the notion of a fan , crucial to this
 argument .
 5 .  F ANS : A C OMBINATORIAL A PPROACH
 The cube above turns out to be a particular case of a fundamental notion in
 quadratic form theory ; namely , the notion of a  fan .  In order to define this notion we
 return momentarily to the language of preorders introduced in Section 2 .
 D EFINITION 5 . 1 .  A  fan  of a field  K  is a preorder  T  with the property that any
 multiplicative subgroup  S  of  K 3 so that  T  3  Ô  S ,  [ K 3  :  S ]  5  2 and  2 1  ¸  S ,  is an order .
 Equivalent characterizations of the notion of a fan abound in quadratic form theory ;
 cf . Lam [9 , Ch . 5] . The one which will interest us here , in terms of total orders
 containing  T  , reads as follows .
 P ROPOSITION C (Bro ¨  cker [2]) .  A preorder T of K is a fan if f for e y  ery three distinct
 orders P 1  ,  P 2  ,  P 3  , containing T , the set cl K ( P 1  ,  P 2  ,  P 3 )  has cardinality four .
 This characterization suggests the following abstract notion of a fan .
 D EFINITION 5 . 1* (geometric form) .  Let  G  be a (possibly infinite) combinatorial
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 geometry . A set  F  Ô  G  is called a  fan  if for every three distinct elements  a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3  P  F
 there is  a 4  P  F  so that  h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3  ,  a 4 j  is a four-element circuit .
 In the present section we develop a theory of (binary) fans conceived as purely
 combinatorial objects , and use it to prove a number of results concerning binary ,
 bipartite combinatorial geometries . Most of the results below were motivated by , and
 initially proved for , spaces of orderings , but the proofs showed their validity in this ,
 more general context . In fact , the notion of a (binary) fan introduced here seems to be
 an appropriate tool for the study of binary , bipartite combinatorial geometries in a
 general setting .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 2 .  Let G be a finite , binary , bipartite combinatorial geometry . Then G
 has a coordinatization by odd  y  ectors of  F n 2  , where n  5  r ( G ) .
 R EMARK .  An  odd  ( e y  en )  y  ector  of  F n 2 is a vector having an odd (even) number of
 1’s . Since 5 . 2 is well known we just recall , for later reference , that a coordinatization
 c  :  G  5  F n 2  as asserted is obtained by fixing a base  B  of  G  and assigning to each
 a  P  G  2  B  the unique set  w ( a )  Ô  B  such that  w ( a )  <  h a j  is a circuit (the fundamental
 circuit of  a ; see White [16 , p . 129]) , and  w ( a )  5  h a j  for  a  P  B .  Then , let  c  ( a )  P  F n 2 be the
 characteristic function of  w ( a ) for a fixed enumeration of  B .
 To begin our work with fans , we derive some simple consequences of Definition 5 . 1* .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 3 .  Let F be a fan , F  Ô  G , G an arbitrary combinatorial geometry .
 Then :
 (i)  cl ( h a 1  ,  a 2 j )  5  h a 1  ,  a 2 j  for a 1  ,  a 2  P  F  ( i .e . the lines of F ha y  e two points ) .
 In particular :
 (ii)  The circuits of F ha y  e cardinality  > 4 .
 (iii)  Any flat of F is also a fan .
 (iv)  If  u F  u  ?  2 , then F is connected .
 (v)  For any odd k  >  3 , e y  ery set of k independent elements of F is contained in a
 ( k  1  1)- element circuit included in F .
 P ROOF .  ( cl  denotes closure in  G . )
 (i)  Assume that  a 1  ?  a 2 and that there is  a 2  P  cl ( h a 1  ,  a 2 j ) \ h a 1  ,  a 2 j .  Then , the set
 h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3 j  is dependent , and there is not an  a 4  ¸  h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3 j  such that  h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a 4 j  is a
 circuit . In case  a 1  5  a 2  ,  the assertion holds since  F  is a combinatorial geometry .
 (iii)  Let  F  9  Ô  F  be a flat , and  a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3  P  F  9 be distinct elements . By 5 . 1* there is
 a 4  P  F , a 4  ¸  h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3 j  such that  h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a 4 j  is a circuit . Since  a 4  P  cl ( h a 1  ,  a 2  ,  a 3 j )  Ô  F  9 ,
 the result follows .
 (iv)  This is obvious if  u F  u  5  1 . If  u F  u  >  3 , given two points  a 1  ,  a 2  P  F  and picking
 arbitrarily  a 3  P  F  \ h a 1  ,  a 2 j , Definition 5 . 1* gives a 4-element circuit containing  a 1  ,  a 2  .
 (v)  This is proved by induction on  l  >  1 , where  k  5  2 l  1  1 . The case  l  5  1 is
 Definition 5 . 1* .
 l  5  l  1  1 .  Fix  k  1  2 independent elements of  F ,  h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 1 2 j .  By the induction
 hypothesis there is  b  P  F  so that  h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  b j  is a circuit . Since  a k 1 1  ,  a k 1 2 are not in
 cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k j )  while  b  is , we have  b  ?  a k 1 1  ,  a k 1 2  .  By 4 . 1* , there is  a  P  F  such that
 h a k 1 1  ,  a k 1 2  ,  b ,  a j  is a circuit . We claim that  h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  a k 1 1  ,  a k 1 2  ,  a j  is a circuit .
 Clearly ,  a  P  cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 1 2 j ) .  It suf fices to show that  a  ¸
 cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a i 2 1  ,  a i 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 1 2 j )  for 1  <  i  <  k  1  2 .  Assume otherwise . If 1  <  i  <  k ,  from
 a i  P  cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a i 2 1  ,  a i 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  b j )  and  b  P  cl ( h a k 1 1  ,  a k 1 2  ,  a j ) we obtain  a i  P
 cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a i 2 1  ,  a i 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  a k 1 1  ,  a k 1 2 j ) ,  contradicting the assumption that
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 h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k 1 2 j  is independent . If  i  5  k  1  1 , from  a k 1 1  P  cl ( h a k 1 2  ,  a ,  b j ) and  b  P
 cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k j )  we obtain  a k 1 1  P  cl ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  ,  a k 1 2 j ) , contradicting independence
 again . For  i  5  k  1  2 the argument is similar .  h
 Here is an example showing that fans are not necessarily binary matroids .
 E XAMPLE 5 . 4 .  Consider the uniform matroid  U 3 , 5 . As its circuits are the 4-element
 subsets , it is bipartite and a fan . However , it is not binary , since the symmetric
 dif ference of two distinct circuits has cardinality 2 and hence contains no circuit (cf .
 White [17 , Thm 2 . 2 . 1(4) , p . 29]) .
 In the remainder of this section we will deal with  binary fans .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 5 .  Let F be a binary fan , and F  Ô  G , G an arbitrary combinatorial
 geometry . Then :
 (i)  F is a bipartite geometry ;
 (ii)  for any odd k  >  3 , e y  ery set of k independent elements of F is contained in a unique
 ( k  1  1)- element circuit included in F .
 P ROOF .  (i) Assume  F  has a circuit ,  # , of odd cardinality 2 k  1  1 ;  k  >  2 ,  by 5 . 3(ii) . Fix
 a  P  #  ; then  #  2  h a j  is an independent set of cardinality 2 k .  Let  X  Ô  #  2  h a j  be a subset
 of cardinality 2 k  2  1 , say  #  5  X  <  h a ,  b j .  By 5 . 3(v) ,  X  is contained in a circuit  # 1  Ô  F  of
 cardinality 2 k ,  say  # 1  5  X  <  h c j .  Then  # 1  n  #  5  h a ,  b ,  c j ,  and hence contains no circuit ,
 contradicting that  F  is binary (cf . White [17 , Thm . 2 . 2 . 1(4) , p . 29]) .
 (ii)  Let  X  Ô  F  be an independent set of odd (finite) cardinality  k .  Assume that  X  is
 contained in two circuits of cardinality  k  1  1 , say  # 1  5  X  <  h a j ,  # 2  5  X  <  h b j .  Then ,
 # 1  n  # 2  5  h a ,  b j ,  which does not contain a circuit , contradicting binarity .  h
 Our next result shows the uniqueness of the binary fan of a given (finite) rank .
 Moreover , it proves that the fan of rank  n  1  1 is the unique binary , bipartite
 combinatorial geometry of maximal cardinality (2 n ) in that rank . In terms of (linear)
 coordinatizations by odd vectors (Proposition 5 . 2) it is  the geometry of all odd  y  ectors
 of  F n 1 1 2  .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 6 .  The following are equi y  alent for a finite , binary , bipartite com-
 binatorial geometry G and an integer n :
 (1)  r ( G )  5  n  1  1  and  u G u  5  2 n .
 (2)  r ( G )  5  n  1  1  and for odd k  >  3 , e y  ery set of k independent elements of G is
 contained in a  ( k  1  1)- element circuit .
 (3)  G is  ( isomorphic to )  the geometry of  all  odd  y  ectors of  F n 1 1 2  .
 P ROOF .  The equivalence of (1) and (3) is clear , using Proposition 5 . 2 .
 (3)  é  (2)  Let  G  5  set of all odd vectors of  F n 1 1 2  ; then  r ( G )  5  n  1  1 , as  G  contains the
 canonical base .
 Let  h x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k  j  Ô  G  be a set of linearly independent vectors ,  k  odd ,  k  >  3 .  Then
 x#  5  o k i 5 1  x i  P  G , as the sum of an odd number of odd vectors is an odd vector . The set
 h  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x k  ,  x#  j  is a circuit ; otherwise ,  x#  5  o i P I  x i  for some proper subset  I  of  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  k j ;
 then  0 #  5  x#  1  x#  5  o k i 5 1  x i ,  contradicting  independence .
 i ¸  I
 (2)  é  (1)  Let  B  be a base of  G .  Assumption (2) amounts to saying that the range of
 the injective map  w  :  G  5  P ( B ) defined in the proof of 5 . 2 (see remark following
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 statement) includes the family of all subsets of  B  of odd cardinality , the power of
 which  is  o n 1 1 i 5 1  ( n  1  1 i  )  5  2 n .  Hence  u G u  >  2 n .  By  Proposition  5 . 2 ,  u G u  <  2 n .  h
 i  o d d
 Proposition 5 . 6 has a number of important corollaries . We denote by  ^  n  ( n  P  N ,
 n  >  1)  the binary fan of rank  n .
 C OROLLARY 5 . 7 .  Any finite , binary , bipartite combinatorial geometry G is a
 subgeometry of a binary fan . If n  5  r ( G )  then G  Ô  ^  n .
 P ROOF .  The proof is immediate from 5 . 2 and 5 . 6(3) .  h
 Observe that , any coordinatizable (infinite) matroid trivially satisfies the finiteness
 condition (FC1) of Section 2 . Likewise , any matroid coordinatizable over a finite field
 satisfies the local finiteness condition (FC2) .
 C OROLLARY 5 . 8 .  In a binary , bipartite  (  possibly infinite )  combinatorial geometry ,
 any fan is a flat .
 P ROOF .  Let  G  be such a geometry , and let  F  Ô  G  be a fan . By 5 . 3(iii) , we have :
 (1)  X  Ô  F  é  cl ( X  )  >  F  is a fan .
 Next we prove :
 (2)  X  Ô  F , X  finite  é  cl ( X  )  Ô  F .
 Let  r ( X  )  5  k .  Then  r ( X  )  5  r ( cl ( X  )  >  F  )  5  r ( cl ( X  ))  5  k .  By Proposition 5 . 2 , we have
 u cl ( X  ) u  <  2 k 2 1 .  Since binarity and bipartiteness are properties preserved under sub-
 geometries (White [17 , Prop . 2 . 1 . 3] and [16 , Prop . 7 . 3 . 1]) , Proposition 5 . 6 applied to
 cl ( X  )  and (1) imply that  u cl ( X  )  >  F  u  5  2 k 2 1 .  Hence  cl ( X  )  >  F  and  cl ( X  ) have same
 cardinality , and we obtain  cl ( X  )  Ô  F .
 Now , let  x  P  cl ( F  ) .  By ( FC 1) , x  P  cl ( X  ) for some finite  X  Ô  F .  By (2) ,  x  P  F .  h
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 9 .  Let n be an integer  > 1 . The binary fan of rank n  1  1 ,  ^  n 1 1  , is
 isomorphic to the af fine geometry of  ( af fine )  dimension n o y  er  F 2  , AG ( n ,  2) .
 P ROOF .  AG ( n ,  2) is  F n 2 endowed with the  af fine dependence  relation : for  A  <  h x#  j  Ô
 F n 2 ,
 x#  P  cl A G ( A )  ï  there  is  l  >  1 ,  f 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  f l  P  F 2  and  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l  P  A
 such  that  O l
 i 5 1
 f i  5  1  and  x#  5  O l
 i 5 1
 f i  a i  .
 Obviously we have :
 x#  P  cl A G ( A )  ï  x#  is  the  sum  of  an  odd  number  of  vectors  in  A  (0 #  allowed!) .
 Let Odd( k ) (resp . Even ( k )) denote the set of all odd (resp . even) vectors of  F k 2
 endowed with the linear dependence relation . Let  f  :  AG ( n ,  2)  5  Odd( n  1  1) be the
 map defined , for  x#  P  F n 2 , by :
 f  ( x#  )  5 H k x#  ,  0 l  if  x#  P  Odd( n ) , k x#  ,  1 l  if  x#  P  Even( n ) .
 We shall prove that  f  is an isomorphism of matroids . Obviously ,  f  is injective . We let
 x#  5  o l i 5 1  a i  with  l  odd ,  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l  P  F n 2 distinct , and prove that  f  ( x#  )  5  o l i 5 1  f  ( a i ) . We
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 may assume that  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a k  are odd vectors and  a k 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l  are even vectors , for some
 k ,  0  <  k  <  l ; thus ,  f  ( a i )  5  k a i  ,  0 l  for 1  <  i  <  k , and  f  ( a i )  5  k  a i  ,  1 l  for  k  1  1  <  i  <  l .  Hence :
 ( p )  O l
 i 5 1
 f  ( a i )  5 K O l
 i 5 1
 a#  i  ,  l  2  k  / 2 Z L ,
 i . e .  o l i 5 1  f  ( a i )  5  k x#  ,  l  2  k  / 2 Z l .
 The following facts are easily checked :
 (a)  the sum of an odd (resp . even) number of odd vectors of  F n 2 is an odd (resp . even)
 vector ;
 (b)  any sum of even vectors of  F n 2 is an even vector ;
 (c)  the sum of an odd and an even vector of  F n 2 is an odd vector .
 Case  1 .  k  even . By (a) and (b) ,  x#   is an even vector , whence  f  ( x#  )  5  k x#  ,  1 l . Since  l  is
 odd , so is  l  2  k ,  and ( p ) shows that  f  ( x#  )  5  o l i 5 1  f  ( a i ) .
 Case  2 .  k  odd . By (a) ,  o k i 5 1  a i  is an odd vector ; (b) shows that  o l i 5 k 1 1  a i  is an even
 vector ; (c) implies that  x#   is an odd vector . Then ,  f  ( x#  )  5  k x#  ,  0 l .  On the other hand ,  l  2  k
 is even , and ( p ) shows that  f  ( x#  )  5  o l i 5 1  f  ( a i ) .
 Conversely , by considering the first  n  coordinates of the vector equality  f  ( x#  )  5
 o l i 5 1  f  ( a i )  in  F n 1 1 2  , we obtain  x#  5  o l i 5 1  a i  and that  l  is odd , whence  x#  P
 cl A G ( h a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l  j ) .  h
 Our last corollary of Proposition 5 . 6 proves uniqueness of the binary fan in any
 infinite  cardinality .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 10 .  Two binary fans of the same cardinality are isomorphic .
 P ROOF .  By 5 . 6 , it suf fices to deal with infinite fans . In an infinite matroid  M
 satisfying the finiteness condition (FC1) of Section 2 all bases have same cardinality ;
 namely ,  u M u  (Welsh [15 , Thm . 20 . 2 . 3]) .
 Given two infinite binary fans  ^  ,  ^  9 of the same cardinality , we construct an
 isomorphism  c  :  ^  5  ^  9 by the method used in Proposition 5 . 2 . Let  B ,  B 9 be bases of
 ^  ,  ^  9 ,  respectively ; by the preceding paragraph ,  u B u  5  u B 9 u ; let  θ  :  B  5  B 9 be a bijection .
 As in the remark following 5 . 2 , given  a  P  ^  2  B ,  let  w ( a ) denote the unique subset of
 B  such that  C ( a )  5  w ( a )  <  h a j  is a circuit ;  w ( a ) is finite , of odd cardinality . Using 5 . 5(ii)
 we define :
 c  ( a )  5  the  unique  b 9  P  ^  9  such  that  θ  [ w ( a )]  <  h b 9 j  is  a  circuit  of  ^  9 .
 We show that  c  is a matroid isomorphism . As in the proof of 5 . 2 , the binary
 circuit-elimination axiom (see White [16 ,  CL 2 B  ,  p . 311]) implies that  c  is injective .
 Clearly , the inverse map  c  2 1  :  ^  9  5  ^   is obtained by exchanging the bases  B  and  B 9 in
 the above definition ;  c  2 1 is injective , and hence  c  is surjective .
 It remains to be shown , for example , that  c  transforms circuits of  ^   into circuits of
 ^  9 . By exchanging  c  2 1 and  c  in the argument (below) proving this , it follows that
 every circuit of  ^  9 is the image under  c  of a circuit of  ^   and , therefore , that  c  is a
 matroid isomorphism .
 Fix a circuit  C  of  ^  . Since we will use results which ,  a priori , hold only for finite
 matroids , we take the precaution of working inside a suf ficiently large finite subfan of  ^
 (resp .  ^  9 ) containing  C  (resp .  c  [ C ]) and certain other sets occurring in the argument .
 Formally , we set :
 ^  0  5  cl ^  S  !
 a P C
 C ( a ) D ,  ^  9 0  5  c  [ ^  0 ] .
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 (a)  ^  0  ,  ^  9 0 are finite (by condition (FC2) of Section 2) .
 (b)  ^  0  ,  ^  9 0 are binary fans (White [17 , Prop . 2 . 1 . 3] and 5 . 3(iii)) .
 (c)  The circuits of  ^  0 (resp .  ^  9 0 ) are the circuits of  ^   (resp .  ^  9 ) contained in  ^  0 (resp .
 ^  9 0 ) ;  see White [16 , Prop . 7 . 3 . 1 , pp . 131 – 132] .
 White [17 , Thm 2 . 2 . 1(1)] shows that  C  5  n a P C 2 B  C ( a ) .  Routine checking gives
 c  [ C ]  5  n a P C 2 B  c  [ C ( a )] .  Since the sets  c  [ C ( a )] are circuits of  ^  9 0 (see (c)) , and  c  [ C ] is
 non-empty , [17 , Thm . 2 . 2 . 1(2)] proves that :
 (d)  c  [ C ] is a disjoint union of circuits of  ^  9 0 , say  c  [ C ]  5  ! i  C 9 i  .
 In particular :
 (e)  c  [ C ] is a dependent set .
 Taking inverse images in (d) shows that  C  is the disjoint union of the dependent
 subsets  c  2 1 [ C 9 i ] of  ^  0 . Since  C  is a circuit of  ^  0 , there cannot be more than one  C 9 i  in
 (d) , showing that  c  [ C ] is , in fact , a circuit .
 R EMARK .  The foregoing proof , together with Propositions 5 . 6 and 5 . 9 , also yields
 the fact that a binary fan of infinite cardinality  k  is isomorphic to :
 (1)  h y#  P  F ( k  ) 2  3  y#   has and odd (finite) number of non-zero coordinates j  construed as a
 subgeometry of the  k  -dimensional vector space  F ( k  ) 2  .
 (2)  The af fine geometry of (af fine) dimension  k  over the field  F 2 , i . e . the set  F ( k  ) 2
 endowed with the af fine dependence relation defined in the proof of Proposition 5 . 9 .
 Below we prove some additional properties of finite submatroids of binary , bipartite
 geometries . We shall make essential use of the properties and representations of binary
 fans proved above .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 11 .  Let M be a finite submatroid of a binary , bipartite combinatorial
 geometry . Then :
 (i)  the complement of e y  ery hyperplane of M is a flat  ;
 (ii)  gi y  en three distinct hyperplanes of M , H 1  ,  H 2  ,  H 3  , at least two of the intersections
 H 1  >  H 2  , H 1  >  H 3  , H 2  >  H 3  are non - empty .
 P ROOF .  (i)  Let  r  5  r ( M ) .  By 4 . 7 ,  M  is a submatroid of  ^  r .  White [16 , Prop . 7 . 3 . 1]
 shows that the flats , hyperplanes and bonds ( 5 complements of hyperplanes) of  M  are ,
 respectively :
 (a)  the intersections of the flats of  ^  r  with  M ;
 (b)  the  maximal  intersections of  M  with hyperplanes of  ^  r  not containing  M ;
 (c)  the  minimal  non-empty intersections of bonds of  ^  r  with  M .
 This observation reduces the proof of (i) to the case  M  5  ^  r  .  The statement is
 obvious for the trivial fans  ^  1  ,  ^  2  .  Let  r  >  3 .  Let  H  be a hyperplane of  ^  r . We may
 choose a coordinatization of  ^  r  by odd vectors of  F
 r
 2 in such a way that  H  consists of all
 odd vectors having 0 in a given coordinate , say the last . Then  ^  r  2  H  consists of all odd
 vectors of  F r 2 having 1 in the  r th coordinate . This is a flat of  ^  r , since the sum of an odd
 number of such vectors is a vector of the same type .
 (ii)  Assume that two of the intersections ,  H 1  >  H 3  , H 2  >  H 3 say , are empty . Let
 F  5  M  2  H 3 ;  then  H 1  <  H 2  Ô  F .  Since  H 1  ?  H 2 and  F  is a flat ,  cl ( H 1  <  H 2 )  5  M  Ô  F  ,
 implying  H 3  5  [ ,  a contradiction .  h
 R EMARKS 5 . 12 .  (a)  ^  r  2  H  is a flat of cardinality 2 r 2 2 ; hence , also a hyperplane , by
 Proposition 5 . 6(1) .
 (b)  Proposition 5 . 11(i) is false for arbitrary flats (instead of hyperplanes) as shown
 by the following examples , with flats as indicated :
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 (These examples are spaces of orderings of fields . )
 C OROLLARY 5 . 13 .  E y  ery finite , binary , bipartite combinatorial geometry admits a
 decomposition into  (  pairwise disjoint )  flats whose complements are hyperplanes .
 P ROOF .  The proof is by easy application of duality and Welsh’s theorem : a binary
 (finite) matroid is bipartite if f its dual is Eulerian (i . e . a disjoint union of circuits) ; cf .
 White [17 , Exercise 2 . 4 , p . 38] .  h
 In case  M  is a submatroid of a space of orderings , Proposition 5 . 11 yields the
 following .
 C OROLLARY 5 . 14 .  Let P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n  P  χ  ( K )  be independent orders . Let Q 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  Q l  P
 cl ( P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n ) \ cl ( P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n 2 1 ) . Let Q  P  cl ( Q 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  Q l ) . Then Q  P  cl ( P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n ) \
 cl ( P 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  P n 2 1 ) .
 Proposition 5 . 11 implies that binary fans are not modular geometries . For example ,
 let  H  be a hyperplane of  ^  n 1 1 ( n  >  1) ; then  H  is the binary fan of rank  n  (5 . 3(iii)) . Its
 complement  cH  ( 5 ^  n 1 1  2  H ) is a flat (5 . 11(i)) of cardinality 2 n 2 1 ; by 5 . 3(iii) and 5 . 6 , it
 is the binary fan of rank  n  as well . We obtain :
 r ( H )  1  r ( cH )  5  2 n ,  r ( H  >  cH )  1  r ( H  <  cH )  5  n  1  1 .
 However , it turns out that the geometries under consideration are  weakly modular :
 T HEOREM 5 . 15 .  Let G be a  (  possibly infinite )  binary , bipartite combinatorial
 geometry . If A ,  B are finite flats of G and A  >  B  ?  [ . Then :
 ( p )  r ( A )  1  r ( B )  5  r ( A  >  B )  1  r ( cl ( A  <  B )) .
 First we prove a particular case which will be the crucial step in the proof .
 L EMMA 5 . 16 .  Theorem  5 . 15  holds whene y  er B is a hyperplane of  ^  n .
 P ROOF .  We may assume that  A  Ô u  B ,  the modular identity ( p ) being trivial
 otherwise ; hence  cl ( A  <  B )  5  ^  n .  Let  r  5  r ( A ) .  We need to prove that  r ( A  >  B )  5  r  2  1 .
 Since the inequality  >  in ( p ) holds in every geometric lattice , we have  r ( A  >  H )  <  r  2  1
 for every hyperplane  H  of  ^  n  such that  A  Ô u  H .
 Remark 5 . 12(a) shows that  cB  ( 5 ^  n  2  B ) is a hyperplane ;  A  Ô u  cB  by assumption . By
 5 . 3(iii) and 5 . 6 , we have :
 u A  >  B u  5  2 k 2 1 ,  u A  >  cB u  5  2 l 2 1 ,
 where  k  5  r ( A  >  B ) , l  5  r ( A  >  cB ) .  Thus :
 u A u  5  2 r 2 1  5  2 k 2 1  1  2 l 2 1 ,
 which implies that  k  5  l  5  r  2  1 .  h
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 P ROOF OF T HEOREM 5 . 15 .  Since  G  is binary , by the local finiteness condition (FC2) of
 Section 2 ,  cl ( A  <  B ) is finite , say  n  5  r ( cl ( A  <  B )) .  By 5 . 7 ,  cl ( A  <  B )—also being
 binary and bipartite—is a subgeometry of  ^  n .  Since weak modularity is preserved
 under subgeometries , it suf fices to prove the theorem for binary fans . We proceed by
 induction on the rank of  ^  n .  The result is trivial for  n  5  1 ,  2 .  For  n  >  3 we shall prove
 the following :  ^  k  weakly modular for  k  #  n  2  1 and Lemma 5 . 16 imply weak
 modularity of  ^  n .
 Let  A ,  B  be flats of  ^  n  , A  >  B  ?  [ .  Since  cl ( A  <  B ) is a fan (5 . 3(iii)) , if
 r ( cl ( A  <  B ))  <  n  2  1 , the result holds by the induction hypothesis . Assume that
 cl ( A  <  B )  5  ^  n .  Let  C  be a base of  A  >  B ; let  A 1  Ô  A  2  B , B 1  Ô  B  2  A  be such that
 A 0  5  C  <  A 1  and  B 0  5  C  <  B 1 are bases of  A  and  B , respectively . Since  A 0  <  B 0 spans
 ^  n  and  A 0 is an independent set , there is a base  D  of  ^  n  such that  A 0  Ô  D  Ô  A 0  <  B 0  .
 Let  b  P  D  2  A 0  Ô  B 1 and  H  5  cl ( D  2  h b j ) ;  H  is a hyperplane of  ^  n  ,  and  A  Ô  H  (as
 A 0  Ô  D  2  h b j ) .  It follows that :
 (i)  B  >  H  ?  [  (it contains  A  >  B  ?  [ ) ;
 (ii)  B  Ô u  H  (otherwise ,  cl ( A  <  B )  5  H  ?  ^  n ) .
 By Lemma 5 . 16 :
 (iii)  r ( B  >  H )  5  r ( B )  2  1 .
 Next we show :
 (iv)  cl ( A  <  ( B  >  H ))  5  H .
 Only the inclusion  Ò  needs proof . Let  x  P  H .  Then  x  P  cl ( X  ) for some  X  Ô  D  2  h b j .
 Clearly ,  X  Ô  ( A  <  B )  >  H  5  A  <  ( B  >  H ) ,  whence  x  P  cl ( A  <  ( B  >  H )) .
 Since  H  .  ^  n 2 1 (hyperplane of  ^  n ) , H  is weakly modular by the induction
 hypothesis . The modular identity , applied to the flats  A  and  B  >  H  of  H , gives
 r ( A )  1  r ( B  >  H )  5  r ( A  >  B  >  H )  1  r ( cl ( A  <  ( B  >  H ))
 (the rank function of  H  is the restriction of that of  ^  n ) .  The identity ( p ) follows from
 this one using (iii) , (iv) and  A  >  B  >  H  5  A  >  B .  h
 Our last result in this section gives a partial (af firmative) answer to the question
 whether the binarity assumption is essential to the results proved above .
 P ROPOSITION 5 . 17 .  A finite , weakly modular combinatorial geometry in which the
 complement of e y  ery hyperplane is a flat , is binary .
 P ROOF .  Properties (1) – (3) below are consequences of the weak modularity of a
 geometry  G :
 (1)  Let  F  be a flat and  H  a hyperplane of  G  such that  F  >  H  ?  [  and  F  Ô u  H .  Then
 F  >  H  is a hyperplane of  F ,  i . e .  r ( F  >  H )  5  r ( F  )  2  1 .
 (2)  The intersection of two distinct hyperplanes is either empty or a coline .
 These are easily proved ((1) is the property of  ^  n  proved in Lemma 5 . 16) .
 Furthermore :
 (3)  The property ‘the complement of every hyperplane is a flat’ is preserved under
 going down to flats of  G .
 P ROOF OF (3) .  Assume that  G  has the stated property . Let  F  Õ  G  be a flat and let  K
 be a hyperplane of  F  ; let  n  5  r ( G ) , r  5  r ( F  ) .
 Let  h b 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b r 2 1 j  be a base of  K ; extend it by an element  b r  to a base of  F ,  and
 extend  h b 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b r j  by elements  b r 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b n  P  G  2  F  to a base of  G .  Let  H  5  cl ( h b 1  ,
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 .  .  .  ,  b r 2 1  ,  b r 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b n j ) ;  H  is a hyperplane of  G .  Furthermore ,  K  Ô  H  and  F  >  H  5  K .
 Indeed ,  F  Ô u  H  and  F  >  H  Ò  K  ?  [ ; by (1) ,  F  >  H  is a hyperplane of  F  containing the
 hyperplane  K ; hence  F  >  H  5  K .
 Routine checking shows that  F  2  K  5  F  >  ( G  2  H ) .  Since  G  2  H  is a flat of  G  by
 assumption ,  F  2  K  is a flat of  F .
 Now assume that  G  is a non-binary geometry satisfying the assumptions of 5 . 17 . By
 White [17 , Thm . 2 . 2 . 1(8) , p . 29] , there is a coline  C  of  G  included in four hyperplanes
 H 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  H 4 . It follows from (2) that  C  5  H i  >  H j  for  i ,  j  P  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  4 j , i  ?  j .  By
 assumption ,  F  5  G  2  H 4 is a flat of  G . Next we prove :
 (a)  F  >  H i  ?  [  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 (otherwise ,  H i  Ô  H 4 ; hence  H i  5  H 4  ,  absurd) ;
 (b)  F  Ô u  H i  for  i  5  1 ,  2 ,  3 .
 Assume that  F  5  G  2  H 4  Ô  H i .  Let  j  P  h 1 ,  2 ,  3 j , j  ?  i .  Since  C  5  H i  >  H j  Ô  H 4  ,  we obtain
 F  Ô  ( G  2  H i )  <  ( G  2  H j ) .  Then ,  F  Ô  H i  implies  F  Ô  G  2  H j  ,  whence  H j  Ô  H 4 , and
 H j  5  H 4  ,  absurd .
 By (a) , (b) and (1) , the sets  F  >  H i  ( i  5  1 ,  2 ,  3) are hyperplanes of  F .  Furthermore ,
 they are pairwise disjoint : from  C  5  H i  >  H j  Ô  H 4 ( i ,  j  P  h 1 ,  2 ,  3 j ,  i  ?  j ) ,  it follows that
 H i  >  H j  >  ( G  2  H 4 )  5  [ ,  i . e . ( F  >  H i )  >  ( F  >  H j )  5  [ .  This is a contradiction , since (3)
 and 5 . 11(ii) imply that three hyperplanes of  F  are never pairwise disjoint .
 E XAMPLE 5 . 18 .  The non-binary fan  U 3 , 5 of 5 . 4 has , in addition , the following
 properties :
 (i)  weak modularity .
 (ii)  the complement of  no  hyperplane is a flat ;
 (iii)  three distinct hyperplanes are never pairwise disjoint .
 These properties are clear as the hyperplanes are the 2-element subsets , and hence
 their complements are bases .
 This example shows that Proposition 5 . 17 fails if the assumption ‘the complement of
 every hyperplane is a flat’ is replaced by the weaker property (iii) . I do not know
 whether 5 . 17 holds if this assumption is replaced by property 5 . 11(ii) .
 4 .  U NIMODULAR  G EOMETRIES OF T YPE  χ  ( K ) (C ONTINUED )
 We now return to the question of characterizing the unimodular geometries  χ  ( K ) .
 This will be done in terms of a numerical invariant of  K  borrowed from quadratic form
 theory .
 D EFINITION 4 . 3 .  The ( reduced )  stability index  of a f . r . field  K  is defined to be :
 st( K )  5  sup h n  P  N  <  h  `  j  3  χ  ( K )  contains  a  fan  of  2 n  elements j .
 (It is understood that 2 `  5  `  ; thus , st( K )  5  `   if f  χ  ( K ) contains fans of arbitrarily large
 finite cardinalities if f  χ  ( K ) contains an infinite fan . ) An exhaustive analysis of stability
 indices is contained in Lam [9 , Ch . 13] .
 The fields having stability index 0 or 1 are known :
 P ROPOSITION  D .  (i)  st( K )  5  0  if f K has a unique order .
 (ii)  (Bro ¨  cker [2 , Satz 3 . 20]) st( K )  5  1  if f K is SAP .
 We shall also need the following theorem .
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 T HEOREM E (local – global principle for stability indices ; Bro ¨  cker [2 , 3 . 18 , 3 . 19]) .  For
 e y  ery f .r . field K , either :
 (i)  E y  ery real  y  aluation  y   of K has  2- di y  isible  y  alue group  G y  , and  st( K )  <  1 ;  or
 (ii)  there are real  y  aluations  y   of K such that  G y  is not  2- di y  isible , and
 st( K )  5  max h st( K y )  1  dim F 2 ( G y  / 2 G y  )  3  y  is  a  real  y  aluation  of  K  with  G y  not  2- di y  isible j .
 This result and Theorem 2 . 9 imply the following .
 C OROLLARY F .  st( K )  <  2  if f either :
 (i)  E y  ery real  y  aluation  y   of K has  2- di y  isible group  G y  ( and then  χ  ( K )  is a free
 matroid ) ; or
 (ii)  u G y  / 2 G y  u  5  2  and  χ  ( K y )  is a free matroid ;  or
 (iii)  u G y  / 2 G y  u  5  4  and  χ  ( K y )  consists of one element .
 Now we are ready to prove the following .
 T HEOREM 4 . 4 .  Let K be a f .r . field . The following are equi y  alent :
 (1)  χ  ( K )  is a unimodular matroid  ;
 (2)  st( K )  <  2 .
 P ROOF .  (1)  é  (2) If st( K )  >  3 ,  then  χ  ( K ) contains a fan with  > 8 elements (4 . 3) , and
 hence of rank  > 4 (Proposition 5 . 6) . Then 5 . 6 and 5 . 3(iii) show that the closure of any
 four independent elements of such a fan is a fan  ^  0 of cardinality 8 contained in  χ  ( K ) .
 ^  0  is the af fine cube introduced in Example 4 . 2 ; by Tutte’s criterion (Theorem B) ,
 χ  ( K )  is not unimodular .
 (2)  é  (1) Assume that st( K )  <  2 .  In case (i) of Corollary F ,  χ  ( K ) is unimodular . In
 case F(iii) ,  u χ  ( K ) u  5  4 by the Baer – Krull theorem , see Lam [9 , Thm 3 . 10] ; for
 cardinality reasons ,  χ  ( K ) does not contain  F  or  F * as minors , and hence it is
 unimodular .
 In case F(ii) , each element of  χ  ( K y ) lifts up to exactly two elements of  χ  ( K ) ,  which
 looks as follows :
χ(K)
χ(Kv)
 χ  ( K )
 χ  ( K É  )
 This follows at once from the Baer – Krull theorem . The fact that the elements of  χ  ( K )
 are ‘connected’ as displayed—unless  u χ  ( K y ) u  5  1—follows from [5 , Prop . 5 . 18] .
 We shall call a  slab  a subset of  χ  ( K ) which is the lift-up of a free submatroid of
 χ  ( K y )  of cardinality  > 2 along a real valuation  y   such that  u G y  / 2 G y  u  5  2 .
 No slab as above contains  F  of  F * as a minor . The argument is as follows . First , it
 suf fices to show that no finite ‘segment’ (sub-slab) of such a slab contains  F  or  F * .
 Second , it is enough to prove that this is the case for the dual of any such finite slab .
 Such a dual is a ‘double-point polygon’ , i . e . a matroid of rank  r  2  1 , say , on a set
 h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  r ,  1 9 ,  .  .  .  ,  r 9 j , having as circuits :
 (a)  the two-element sets  h 1 ,  1 9 j ,  .  .  .  ,  h r ,  r 9 j  (‘double points’) ;
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 (b)  all  r -elements sets  h 1 ˆ  ,  2 ˆ  ,  .  .  .  ,  rˆ  j ,  where  j ˆ   is one of  j  or  j 9 (  j  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  r ) .
r'
r
1'
1 2'
2
3
3'
4
4'
 A purely combinatorial inductive argument shows that no such polygon contains  F  or
 F * as minors ; this is done in Lemma 4 . 8 below . By Tutte’s criterion (Theorem B) ,  χ  ( K )
 is unimodular .
 R EMARK .  Theorem 4 . 4 can be regarded as an extension of Theorem 2 . 9 to stability
 index level 2 ; cf . Proposition D(ii) .
 C OROLLARY 4 . 5 .  (1)  Let K be a f .r . field such that  st( K )  <  2 . Let F be  any  field .
 Then :
 (a)  e y  ery finite subset of  χ  ( K )  has a coordinatization o y  er F  ;
 (b)  if F is finite ,  χ  ( K )  has a coordinatization o y  er F  ;
 (c)  e y  ery finite subset of  χ  ( K )  has a coordinatization o y  er  Q  gi y  en by a totally
 unimodular matrix .
 In particular , this is the case if K  5  R ( X ,  Y ) .
 (2)  If K is a f .r . field with  st( K )  >  3 , then  χ  ( K )  is coordinatizable  only  o y  er fields of
 characteristic  2 .
 P ROOF .  (1(a)) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 . 4 and Theorem 3 . 1 . 1(4)
 of White [17] . (1(b)) follows from (1(a)) by a standard argument using ultraproducts .
 (1(c)) follows from 4 . 4 and White [17 , Thm 3 . 1 . 1(1)] .
 For (2) , use 4 . 4 and White [17 , Thm 3 . 1 . 1(5)] .  h
 The relatively simple structure of  χ  ( K ) for 2-stable fields  K , revealed by the proof of
 Theorem 4 . 4 , makes it possible to sharpen this result .
 T HEOREM 4 . 6 .  Let K be a f .r . field . Each of the following conditions on  χ  ( K )  is
 equi y  alent to  st( K )  <  2 :
 (a)  χ  ( K )  is a graphical matroid ;
 (b)  χ  ( K )  is a cographical matroid ;
 (c)  χ  ( K )  is a planar graphical matroid ;
 (d)  χ  ( K )  is a series - parallel matroid  ( equi y  alently , a base - orderable geometry ) .
 For the definition of these classes of matroids and further details , the reader is
 referred to White [16] or any other basic textbook , e . g . Welsh [15] , Aigner [1 , Chs 6 ,  7] .
 There are excluded minor characterizations of these classes , which we shall use .
 T HEOREM G (cf . White [16 , pp . 146 – 147]) .  Each of the following classes is
 characterized amongst binary matroids by the exclusion as minors of the corresponding
 listed matroids :
 (i)  Graphical matroids :  F ,  F * ,  M ( K 5 )* , M ( K 3 3 )* .
 (ii)  Cographical matroids :  F ,  F * ,  M ( K 5 ) , M ( K 3 3 ) .
 (iii)  Planar graphical matroids :  F ,  F * ,  M ( K 5 ) , M ( K 5 )* , M ( K 3 3 ) , M ( K 3 3 )* .
 (iv)  Series - parallel matroids  :  M ( K 4 ) .
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 M * denotes the dual of the matroid  M  (cf . White [16 , Prop . 7 . 4 . 1 , p . 138]) ,  M ( K n ) is
 the (polygon) matroid of the complete graph on  n  points ,  K n :
 (i)  M ( K 4 ) has 6 points , rank 3 , and four 3-element circuits ; cf . White [16 , pp . 2 – 3] .
 (ii)  M ( K 5 ) ,  called a  Desarguesian block ,  has 10 points , rank 4 , and ten 3-point circuits .
 For a picture , see Aigner [1 , p . 277] .
 (iii)  M ( K 3 3 ) is the polygon matroid of a bipartite graph consisting of two blocks of 3
 points . It has 9 points , rank 5 , and  all  its circuits have 4 elements .
 P ROOF OF T HEOREM 4 . 6 .  (I) Each of (a) ,  .  .  .  ,  (d) implies st( K )  <  2 .  The proof of
 (a)  é  (b) in Theorem 4 . 4 shows that if st( K )  >  3 , then  χ  ( K ) contains  F  and  F * as
 minors . By the excluded minor characterization above , none of (a) , (b) and (c) holds .
 Furthermore , since  M ( K 4 ) is a one-point deletion of  F , it also appears as a minor of
 χ  ( K ) ,  and (d) does not hold either .
 (II) st( K )  <  2 implies each of (a) ,  .  .  .  ,  (d) . Lemma 4 . 8 shows that none of the
 matroids  F ,  M ( K 4 ) , M ( K 5 ) and  M ( K 3 3 ) , nor their duals , occurs as a minor of the
 double-point polygons appearing in the proof of (b)  é  (a) , in Theorem 4 . 4 ; hence , the
 argument of this proof also shows (II) .  h
 In the proof of Lemma 4 . 8 we shall consider not only double-point polygons , as
 occurring above , but , more generally , polygons with both simple and double points .
 N OTATION 4 . 7 .  Let  s ,  d  be integers , not both zero . We denote by  3 s , d  the matroid on
 2 d  1  s  points , say  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s ,  s  1  1 ,  ( s  1  1) 9 ,  .  .  .  ,  s  1  d ,  ( s  1  d ) 9 j ,  of rank  s  1  d  2  1 ,  the
 circuits of which are :
 (1)  all pairs  h  j ,  j 9 j ,  for  j  5  s  1  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s  1  d  ( d  double points) .
 (2)  all ( s  1  d )-element sets of the form  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s ,  ( s  1  1) ˆ  ,  .  .  .  ,  ( s  1  d ) ˆ  j ,  where  Ó ˆ   is
 either  j  or  j 9 , for  j  5  s  1  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  s  1  d .
 It is easily checked that the binary circuit axioms , White [16 , p . 301 ; 17 , Thm 2 . 2 . 1 (10)]
 are verified . It is also clear that , up to relabelling of vertices , there is exactly one
 polygon for each  s ,  d . The polygons considered in Theorem 4 . 4 are of type  3 0 , r  .
 L EMMA 4 . 8 .  After deletion of loops , e y  ery minor of a polygon  3 s , d is either another
 polygon , a free matroid , or a matroid all of the circuits of which ha y  e cardinality  2 . In
 particular , none of the matroids  F , M ( K 4 ) , M ( K 5 )  and M ( K 3 3 ) , nor their duals , is a
 minor of  3 s , d .
 P ROOF .  The second assertion follows readily from the first (none of the matroids
 F ,  .  .  .  is a polygon , and all their circuits have at least 3 elements) .
 Since a deletion or a contraction on a matroid the circuits of which are pairs
 produces either another matroid of the same type or (after deletion of loops) a free
 matroid , it suf fices to examine the ef fect of deletion of , or contraction through one
 point ,  p , of a polygon  3  5  3 s , d .
 Case I .  p  is a simple point (i . e . 1  <  p  <  s ) .
 Contraction through  p  erases this point from all circuits of type 4 . 7(2) , leaving the
 rest intact . The result is a polygon with one less simple point ,  3 s 2 1 , d .
 Deletion of  p  erases all circuits of type 4 . 7(2) , leaving only those of type (1) , if any ;
 3  2  h  p j  consists of  s  2  1 simple points and  d  double points , unconnected .
 Case II .  p  is a member of a double point (i . e .  s  1  1  <  p  <  s  1  d ) .
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 Let  p 9 be its companion ;  h  p ,  p 9 j  is a circuit of  3 .
 Contraction through  p  produces a loop :  h  p 9 j . Deletion (equivalently , contraction) of
 this loop results in a polygon having one less double point ,  3  2  h  p ,  p 9 j  5  3 s , d 2 1 as
 readily checked .
 Deletion of  p  erases  h  p ,  p 9 j  and all circuits of type 4 . 7(2) , leaving  s  1  1 simple points
 and  d  2  1 double points , unconnected .  h
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